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ABSTRACT 

 There are many general purpose software systems developed on the basis of the 
finite element methods, such as ANSYS, ABAQUS, COSMOS etc. The only general 
purpose software system, based on the boundary element method is BEASY and it has UK 
origin. It is well known that the boundary element method offers some important advantages 
over other numerical techniques, but the difficulties associated with the numerical treatment 
of the integral equations have led to this lack of huge development of the relevant software. 

The development of new software package using the theory of the boundary element 
method is explained in this paper. The algorithmic language used is Visual Basic 6 and the 
concept is made on the basis of the classical approach by creating the three basic program 
structures: preprocessor, processor and postprocessor. The program may perform static 
analyses of plane structures and some methods of the fracture mechanics theory are also 
developed. That program may be considered as a first variant and new developments will be 
soon available. 

1. Introduction 

In the recent two decades the Boundary Element Method (BEM) has emerged as a 
new and reliable numerical technique for solving the problems of mathematical physics. The 
main advantages of the BEM over the Finite Element Method (FEM) are well known, these 
are: high accuracy, discretization on the boundary only which results in a very small number 
of unknowns, easy dealing with non-regular boundaries and openings. On the other hand the 
difficulties associated with numerical treatment of integral equations have led to the lack of 
huge development of the BEM related software. The only general purpose software system 
based on the theory of BEM is called BEASY [1], and it originates from Wessex Institute of 
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Technology, UK. This fact contradicts the above statement, bearing in mind that there are 
many general purpose FEM based software packages, such as ANSYS [2], ABAQUS, 
COSMOS, SAP2000 etc., which are both – research and structural design orientated.  

It was 15 years ago when a small research group from Division of Structural 
Mechanics of UASEG started the development of a BEM based software product, called 
BEPLANE [3]. It was able to perform static analysis of plane structures for any boundary 
shape and arbitrary loading including the availability of openings. The program was built on 
DOS system using input and output text files and the programming language used is 
FORTRAN 77, see reference [4] for theoretical details. In the last few years BEPLANE 
program was rebuilt by a PhD student [5], so the plane elasticity approach was used as a 
basis for developing a new linear fracture mechanics solution. The programming language 
used is VISUAL FORTRAN, so the input and output data processing was improved by 
involving a mixed approach – file and partially graphic presentation. It became obvious that 
the theory suggests better potentialities for research than the software developed and it was 
high time to make a new integrated package possessing the usual features of the general 
purpose systems. 

In this paper a new version of BEPLANE is presented and its name is BEPLANE-
2002. That is a Windows based program as far as the input and output interfaces are 
concerned. The principal strategy targeted is to follow the idea of the three main 
substructures of a similar system, namely: preprocessor, computational part or as we call it 
processor and postprocessor. The programming language used is Visual Basic 6, although 
the computational part of the program is still developed on FORTRAN.   

The intention is to keep the program open and source codes available for researches 
who are able to contribute in further development in both theoretical and technological 
ground. At the present time the analysis performed is linear, but it is our vision to add in the 
near future some nonlinear options, for example crack initiation and propagation for, say 
quasibrittle materials such as concrete, rock, tough ceramics, or ice. The version presented is 
considered to be the first one, but we will keep working on the next developments until the 
targeted aim is fulfilled, which means: simple, quick and user’s friendly interface for data 
input; easily to check, debug and correct computational part; well designed and easily 
readable graphical postprocessor for analysis and processing of the output data. 

2. Short Presentation of Boundary Elements Theory  

BEPLANE-2002 is primary developed for static linear elastic analysis of 2D 
structures of arbitrary shape and loading, including openings and initial cracks. 
Axisymmetric stress analysis could also be performed plus some solutions related to Linear 
Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) problems. A brief comment on BEM theory will be 
outlined in this section to allow the reader to distinguish the present theory from the well 
known principles of FEM theory.  

 
We consider a two dimensional domain Ω  with an opening under plane stress or 

plane strain condition, subjected to loading b in the domain and point forces F1, F2 .. etc on 
its boundary Γ - see Figure 1. The structure has an arbitrary shape of the contour and 
contains an initial crack of length a plus an opening with contour Γ1. There are some 
supporting links on the boundary or it could be continuously supported and part of the 
boundary can be subjected to external tractions.  
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It is well known that starting from Betti's reciprocal theorem the integral equation of 

the problem may be derived, from where the boundary integral equation may be formulated 
[4]. Without going into details, using tensor notation for simplicity and disregarding the 
effect of the point forces for clarity of the equation, we write the following boundary integral 
equation: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫∫∫
ΩΓΓ

Ω+Γ=Γ+ xdxbxuxdxpxuxdxuxpuc jijjijjijjij ,,, *** ξξξξξ ,  (1) 

where i, j =1,2 ; ξ  and  x  are  the  observation  and  source  points,   respectively; 
uj(ξ) is the displacement at ξ; Γ represents the boundary of the body and includes the 
boundary of the opening Γ1; Ω represents the domain of the body; bj(x)  is the  intensity of 
the body forces at x; uj (x) is  the displacement at x; pj (x) is the traction at x; and the function 
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where ν is the Poisson's ratio; G is the shear modulus; r is the  distance between the 
point ξ and the point x; nj is the direction  cosines of the  outward  normal  to  the  boundary;  
δij  is  the  Kronecker delta symbol.  

In order to solve numerically the integral equation (1) we make discretization on the 
boundary (including Γ1) dividing it to  n linear segment and introducing four boundary 
discrete values - two displacements and two tractions at each boundary node - see Figure 1 
(b). Two of these are known and two - unknown, so they should be obtained from the 
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Fig.1 (a) Plane body with opening and initial crack subjected to arbitrary loading; (b) The 
same structure discretized with boundary elements divided into two sub-regions Ω1 and Ω2 
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numerical solution. If a loading in the domain Ω  b is given, a discretization in the domain is 
also needed using two dimensional elements but with no new unknowns introduced. Note 
that in order to consider properly the stresses around the crack tip we divide the body Ω into 
two sub-regions Ω1 and Ω2. We choose an appropriate shape functions for representing the 
boundary displacements and tractions. In order to obtain convergence in the solution the 
minimum order of  approximation is linear for this type of problems [4], so linear boundary 
shape functions are used and given in Figure 2 for representing the displacement and traction 
functions within a boundary element.  

 

 
In local coordinate ξ (-1 to 1 variation within the element) we make the following 

approximation for the vectors of  boundary displacement and traction functions ue, pe: 
 

ue(ξ)=Ne(ξ)ue,    pe(ξ)=Ne(ξ)pe,    (4) 
 
where ue=(ux,uy)T is the vector of displacement functions for the element, pe=(px,py)T 

is the vector of traction functions for the element, ue=(u1x u1y u2x u2y)T  is the vector of 
discrete values of displacements of point 1 and 2 for the element, , pe=(p1x p1y p2x p2y)T is the 
vector of discrete values of traction of point 1 and 2 for the element,  Ne(ξ) is matrix of shape 
functions for compatible element, which has the form: 
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Problems with corner points of the investigated body is one of the most difficult 

issues to be solved by BEM. We implement the concept of so called "incompatible" left and 
right boundary elements, developed in reference [3], where the relevant shape functions are 
given. That allows a proper treatment of corner nodes. 

 In order to get the discretized analog of the boundary integral equation (1) we put the 
equation (4) into (1). Usually a numerical integration is performed (in this case we use 10 
points Gaussion quadratures) and this leads to the following system of matrix equation: 

typical corner point 
with incompatible 
elements 

Fig. 2  Three types of  linear boundary elements-compatible, right and left incompatible 
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HU+B=GP,   (6) 

 
where U is the vector of all  nodal boundary displacements, P is the vector of all  

nodal boundary traction, B is calculated vector representing the effect of  the external loads, 
H and G matrices  are calculated using the numerical evaluation of the boundary integrals, 
which contain the fundamental solutions and shape functions. After the boundary conditions 
are satisfied in equations (6), we obtain and solve the final system of linear algebraic 
equation in order to get the numerical set of  boundary  displacements and tractions.  

Once we have the boundary data available, we go further and receive the 
displacements and stresses at a given point from the domain Ω using again  equation (1) for 
displacements and the following integral  equation for stresses: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫∫∫

ΩΓΓ

Ω+Γ−Γ= xdxbxuxdxuxpxdxpxu kijkkijkkijkij ,,, *** ξξξξσ ,  (7) 

where the tensors uijk
*  and pijk

*  can be found elsewhere [3] 

3. General Structure of the Software System and File Organization 

When the user first enters the program, he is at the "Begin" level. That is the main 
window of BEPLANE-2002 and is shown in Figure 3. It acts as a gateway into and out of the 
program and is also used for certain global controls, such as giving names of certain files, 
making general comments, specifying authors names, choosing the analysis options etc. The 
main window consists of four principal parts, as follows:  

(1) Graphics window 
It is situated on the right part of the main window and serves as a 2D geometry 

builder and allow graphical presentation of plane objects to be analyzed and examined. The 
output results such as stresses and displacements can be displayed and reviewed graphically 
in it. A grid of graphical points exists in the drawing area (with on/off option available) 
which is helping the user to built and plot the model graphically inserting "By pick"  mode. A 
zoom option is available allowing better view of the structural geometry including 
numeration of the "Key" points, "Lines", boundary nodal points, boundary elements, internal 
points and elements if available etc.  

(2) Data input area 
It is placed on the left part of the main window and is changing accordingly during 

the execution of the program depending on the active processor. As shown in Figures 3,4,5  
and 6, it contains different type of tables for keyboard entry options (e.g. numerical and text 
data input), combo boxes, radio buttons, action and optional buttons for activation of 
different modes or/and issuing certain commands. There is also a smaller graphics window 
available in postprocessor level for processing text output files or additional graphical 
presentation of the results. To enter the three basic program units, namely preprocessor, 
processor and postprocessor, the relevant Input, Run and Output buttons should be activated 
(see the pictures in the Figures below). It is important to note the text entry boxes where the 
name.dat or name.out files can be browsed and read in the database if they are already 
created and saved in the default directory or in case a new problem is considered the 
name.dat is put there and saved for further use.  
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(3) Menu bar and toolbars 
The menu bar at the top of the window presents the BEPLANE 2002 menus. They are 

File, Edit, View, Format, Draw, Tools and Help. In this version of the program the menu bar 
controls the functions of the graphics window only. The toolbars are as follows: standard 
toolbar, properties toolbar, snap toolbar, draw toolbar and edit toolbar. They contains buttons 
matching popular menu items  as seen in the Figures. The menu bar and toolbars are static, 
i.e. they do not change their functions and location during the working session. 

(4) Info window  
On the left part below a small rectangular graphical screen is placed. Its main function 

is to display some of the most important data, such as the name of the name.dat or name.out 
files of the problem developed during the session, stress intensity factors (SIF) in the case of 
LEFM problem etc. 

 

 
 
 
 

File Organization 
The program creates two main files: (1) name.dat file which is a text file containing 

all input data, e.g. geometry, loadings, boundary conditions, material data, type of solution 
plus all optional data relevant to the analysis to be performed; (2) name.out file which is 
output text file containing the results from the solution, such as displacements and stresses, 
SIF and all output data necessary to make a full analysis of the structure. Few other interface 
files are created during the performance of the program within a single session, but we are 
not going to make comments on them in this paper. All files are put in a special default 
folder where some of the graphical pictures may also be saved in name.dwg and name.dxf  
formats, using Save as command from the main menu. The name.dat and name.out files can 

Fig. 3 BEPLANE 2002 Main window at Begin level 
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easily be retrieved, reviewed, checked and corrected by means of any editor during the 
working session, since the computational process is performed in a Windows environment. 

3.1 BEPLANE-2002 Preprocessor 
A substantial amount of work was done on the present version of BEPLANE-2002 for 

the development of the preprocessor, as it is considered to be the most important interface of 
the program. The preprocessor window is shown in Figure 4. Its graphics window is the 
same as in the Begin level, but the Data Input  Area has a number of option although  some 
of them are shown in the enclosed pictures. 

 

 
 
 
 

In order to build the geometry the user can manually enter the number and 
coordinates of the so called Key points, which serve as reference boundary geometry points. 
That is organized in a simple table form, so at the moment the input is finished the relevant 
graphics appears in the graphics window upon activation of Refresh button. In the next table 
the boundary lines are entered using FromKP ToKP options including a mesh generation 
option put in the last column of the table. In such a manner the plane object is created, 
comprised of linear boundary lines. At the moment key-points, lines and mesh data are 
entered the structure plus relevant boundary nodes/elements numerations are drawn - see 
Figure 4. Zoom and enhanced graphical manipulation options are available through the 
standard toolbar. In a very similar fashion next part of the input data can be created, which 
means: input of internal nodes (if needed), material data, loads and boundary conditions data. 
There are 6 types of boundary elements.  To certain extent the input of their codes is self 

Fig. 4 BEPLANE 2002 Preprocessor: Boundary nodes, elements and boundary conditions 
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explained, but it requires some knowledge of the theory, especially in the case of fracture 
mechanics problem when a special types of singular elements are used. 

Issuing the Option button will lead to activation of many useful operations mainly 
graphics controls, such as On/Off numbering, Deformed shape display, options related to the 
graphics of the output results etc. It should be mentioned that additional graphical primitives 
such as circles, rectangulars, splines are envisaged to be added in the near future. That will 
allow building a complex geometry very easily and efficiently. In case an existing crack is 
analyzed by methods of LEFM, there is a need for additional data input concerning some 
crack’s data, such as crack tip number, crack mouth number etc., so the button named Crack 
must be activated which will be followed by few self-explained actions for the mode entered. 
At the end of the Input procedures the user is advised to save the data file by using Save 
action button, which action will create Name.dat file in the default folder. 

3.2 BEPLANE-2002  Computational Processor 
The type of the analysis is chosen at Begin level. At present, there are three options as 

follows (see figure 5): (1) Plain 2D elastic analysis; (2) 2D elastic linear analysis (LEFM) 
including evaluation of SIF at the tip of preexisting crack; (3) The so called Nielsen’s  
approach [5], which is based on a very simple nonlinear procedure for crack propagation 
problem of structural elements made of quasibrittle materials.  

The Run button activates the computational module and if the computation has 
finished successfully, some of the most important data from the solution (e.g. stress intensity 
factors in the case of fracture mechanics solution) appears in the small screen below at the 
left part of the main window. Meanwhile, being in the computational mode, the system is 
automatically creating the Name.out text file containing all data necessary to review, display 
and evaluate both: the input data and final results. In case there are problems with numerical 
solution or data is missing the system displays prompt messages, which indicate that the user 
must take certain measures and make corrections of the model. In fact, an option exists 
which tells the program whether to execute the solution or to enter check mode and finish by 
just making an name.out file with input data only for possible check and corrections. 

3.3 BEPLANE-2002  Postprocessor 
Pushing Output button at the statically placed part of the Data input area we activate 

the BEPLANE-2002 postprocessor. This processor is helping the user to check, review, 
display and evaluate the input data and most importantly, the final solution obtained as a 
result of BEM computations.  

There are few options available for the check of text files and graphical presentation 
of the input and output data. In Figure 5 the deformed shape of the structure is shown. That is 
first and absolutely reasonable picture to be drawn because it indicates for a possible 
mistakes in the input data when creating the model. In figure 5 few other options are shown 
including name.out file opened in the additional window for a possible check and evaluation. 

The primary results obtained by the BEM numerical solution are displacements and 
tractions on the boundary of the analyzed plane structure. In this respect it is very natural to 
display displacements and stresses, since the latter are computed from the boundary 
tractions. A diagram of the boundary stresses in Y direction is shown in Figure 6 in the 
graphics window. The relevant values of the stress intensities of the boundary nodes can be 
also plotted. To make the diagram picture more readable the On/Off option for every single 
graphical objects (boundary nodes, internal nodes, boundary condition links, key points etc) 
and their numeration can be activated. 
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The Zoom option gives additional opportunity to get a better view. An option exists 

(not shown in the Figures) to present a stress/displacement diagram for every line crossing 
the body. In this case we have to use additional internal points to get the necessary data.  

We will finish this section by stating that a lot of hard (and pleasant) additional work 
is needed for completing the postprocessor. The future plans are given below 

4. Intention for Further Developments 

The following new developments of the program are envisaged: 
 A "pick up" option for graphical input of geometrical data. Further development of 

graphics options; 
 Development of a "on-line" help, including topics from the theory of BEM; 
 Enhancement is needed for additional “prompt” messages, which display warnings in 

case a problem is encountered or every time it could be of help for the user; 
 Implementation of color representation of displacements and stresses at the 

postprocessor level; 
 Enhancement of the type of the problems covered by the program. That includes 

nonlinear fracture mechanics approaches solved by developing new type of BE 
solutions. 

Fig. 5 BEPLANE 2002 Postprocessor: Deformed shape and crack3.out text file 
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 Additional work is needed in order to upgrade the program with some procedures 
already available in the computational module, such as inclusion of openings, 
multidomain solution etc. 
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Fig. 6 BEPLANE 2002 Postprocessor: The contour stress diagram at Y direction 
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ПРОГРАМЕН ПАКЕТ ЗА ИЗСЛЕДВАНЕ НА РАВНИННИ 
СИСТЕМИ БАЗИРАН НА МЕТОДА НА ГРАНИЧНИТЕ 

ЕЛЕМЕНТИ 

Анита Николова, Ирина Керелезова и Господин Господинов  

 Съществуват голям брой интегрирани програмни пакети развити на базата на 
метода на крайните елементи, като ANSYS, SAP2000, ABAQUS, COSMOS и други. 
Единственият софтуерен пакет с генерално предназначение, който е базиран на метода 
на граничните елементи е BEASY и той е създаден в Обединеното Кралство. Известно 
е, че метода на граничните елементи предлага редица предимства пред другите 
числени методи, но вероятно трудностите свързани с числената реализация на 
интегралните уравнения е причината за слабото развитие на този тип софтуер. 

 
 В тази статия е дадено развитието на нова програмна система, която е 

базирана на теорията на метода на граничните елементи. Алгоритмичният код е 
написан на Visual Basic 6 и е възприета класическата концепция за изграждане на 
трите основни програмни структури – препроцесор, изчислителен процесор и 
постпроцесор. Програмата е предназначена за статическо  изчисляване на  равнинни 
конструкции, като са развити и някои методи на механика на разрушението. Това е 
първи работен вариант на програмния пакет, така че скоро ще бъдат разработени и 
демонстрирани нови версии. 
 


